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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although patients with severe renal dysfunction who receive iodinated
contrast are at high risk of CIN, contrast-enhanced CT scans are often obtained without prior knowl-
edge of kidney function in patients with acute stroke. We aimed to develop a tool to identify patients
with acute stroke at a high risk of CIN in the absence of a recent GFR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We used the RCSN (9872 patients) and OSA (2544 patients) for our
derivation and validation cohort, respectively. A multivariable logistic regression model was performed
to develop a predictive tool to identify severe renal dysfunction (defined as a GFR � 30 mL/min/1.73
m2).

RESULTS: The overall prevalence of severe renal dysfunction was 4.9% and 5.2% in the derivation and
validation cohort, respectively. The prediction rule was designed as follows: (age in years) � (5 points
for women) � (5 points for history of diabetes mellitus) � (15 points for preadmission insulin use) �
(10 points for history of hypertension). The prevalence of severe renal dysfunction is negligible in
patients with a total score of �70 (�0.005%–0.7%) but increases with higher Renal Risk Scores (eg,
scores 71–80: 2.1%–2.2%; scores 91–100: 6.6%–7.1%; scores 111–120: 15.9%–28.1%).

CONCLUSIONS: The Renal Risk Score is a validated tool that helps clinicians select which patients with
stroke can safely proceed to contrast-enhanced brain imaging without waiting for laboratory evidence
of good renal function.

ABBREVIATIONS: CI � confidence interval; CIN � contrast-induced nephropathy; CKD-EPI �
Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration; GFR � glomerular filtration rate; IQR �
interquartile range; OR � odds ratio; OSA � Ontario Stroke Audit; RCSN � Registry of the Canadian
Stroke Network

In patients presenting to the hospital with an acute ischemic
stroke, iodinated contrast is frequently used for CTA and

CTP imaging to provide information about the site of the vas-
cular occlusion and the extent and severity of the ischemic

insult. This information is increasingly used as a tool in the
decision to treat with either intravenous or intra-arterial
thrombolytic therapy.1 In patients with intracerebral hemor-
rhage, CTA can be used to identify the presence of active con-
trast extravasation (the spot sign), which is a predictor of he-
matoma expansion.2 The spot sign might be used to select
patients with intracerebral hemorrhage for early hemostatic
therapy.

Because iodinated contrast can precipitate CIN and even
acute renal failure in patients with unrecognized renal dys-
function,3 guidelines have been developed for the safe use of
contrast agents. The Canadian Association of Radiologists rec-
ommends that risk assessment should be based on GFR rather
than on the absolute level of serum creatinine.4 Patients with a
GFR � 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 are at extremely low risk of devel-
oping CIN, those with a GFR of 30 – 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 have
a low-to-moderate risk, and patients with severe renal dys-
function (defined as a GFR � 30 mL/min/1.73 m2) are at high
risk. Nevertheless, in patients with acute stroke, contrast-en-
hanced studies are often performed without prior knowledge
of kidney function,5,6 which places patients with pre-existent
renal dysfunction at risk of further kidney damage. Our aim
was to design a tool that helps clinicians identify patients with
acute stroke with a high risk of CIN, in the absence of a recent
GFR level, and to validate this prediction rule in another co-
hort of patients with stroke.

Materials and Methods
For this study, we used 2 cohorts of patients with stroke. The first

cohort was the RCSN, Phase 3, which is a hospital-based registry of

33,119 consecutive patients presenting with a stroke or TIA within 14
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days after symptom onset to 11 regional stroke hospitals in Ontario,

Canada, between July 1, 2003, and March 31, 2008.7,8 Approval for

the use of the RCSN was obtained from the Research and Ethics Board

at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre. Patients in this registry were

identified prospectively, and data were abstracted systematically

through chart review during the hospital stay and following hospital

discharge by trained research nurses by using a standardized Case

Report Form and custom electronic data-entry software that in-

creases data quality.7 In addition, we used data from the 2002/2003

and 2004/2005 RCSN OSA, which is a random sample (containing

8574 patients) of all patients with stroke and TIA presenting to all 153

acute care hospitals in Ontario, Canada, evaluated biennially.9,10 Be-

cause the OSA cohort includes a random sample of patients in the

RCSN regional stroke centers, patients who were in both cohorts were

excluded from the OSA cohort. The prevalence of severe renal dys-

function was investigated in both cohorts. The RCSN Phase 3 cohort

served as the derivation cohort for designing the prediction rule. For

validation of this prediction rule, we used data from the OSA. For the

current analysis, a research protocol with a statistical analysis plan was

developed and submitted to the RCSN Publication Committee for

approval.

Data Collection and Variable Definitions
From both cohorts, we identified all patients with an acute stroke or

TIA who arrived within 5 hours of stroke onset, defined as a last seen

normal time of �5 hours, because they might be eligible for an acute

stroke intervention. Exclusion criteria were the following: 1) sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage; 2) in-hospital stroke; 3) nonstroke; 4) un-

specified stroke; 5) patients transferred from other emergency de-

partments or acute hospitals; 6) known renal failure (on dialysis);

7) missing data on age, sex, or creatinine level; and 8) non-Ontario

patient. Only first-stroke events in the data base were analyzed. We

collected the following variables: age, sex, stroke type (ischemic

stroke, TIA, or intracerebral hemorrhage), diabetes mellitus, hyper-

tension, hyperlipidemia, smoking status, peripheral vascular disease,

previous myocardial infarction, previous stroke/TIA, preadmission

use of metformin or insulin, and creatinine level on admission. All

variables were described in the Operational Manual of the RCSN us-

ing standard definitions. GFR was calculated by using the CKD-EPI

equation (Table 1).11 Severe renal dysfunction was defined as chronic

kidney disease stages 4 and 5 (GFR, 15–29 mL/min/1.73 m2 and �15

mL/min/1.73 m2, respectively).4,12

Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed by using a commercially available

software package (SAS, Version 9.2 statistical software; SAS Institute,

Cary, North Carolina). Baseline characteristics of both cohorts were

summarized and compared by using descriptive statistics. In both

cohorts, patients were divided into 2 groups: patients with severe

renal dysfunction (GFR � 30 mL/min/1.73 m2) and patients with

moderate-good renal function (GFR � 30 mL/min/1.73 m2). Patients

with severe renal dysfunction and moderate-good renal function were

compared by using descriptive statistics. Categoric variables were an-

alyzed by using the �2 test. A P value � .05 was considered statistically

significant. Median values were presented with the IQR. In the RCSN

cohort, a multivariable logistic regression analysis was performed to

investigate which variables were independent predictors of severe re-

nal dysfunction. Results of multivariable logistic regression analyses

were presented as ORs with 95% CIs. Variables that were found to be

an independent predictor of severe renal dysfunction and that were

thought to be easy to evaluate in an emergency situation were used to

develop a predictive tool to identify patients with severe renal dys-

function in the absence of the GFR.

From the logistic regression model, we used the regression coeffi-

cients for each risk factor that was determined to be predictive divided

by the coefficient for age (as a reference), to provide a weighting factor

for each variable.13,14 The presence of the predictive variables multi-

plied by the derived weighted factor allowed the calculation of a total

number of points that would be used in a predictive tool for severe

renal dysfunction, which was named the Renal Risk Score. The result-

ing numbers were rounded off to a number that can be divided by 5,

to improve the practicality of the score. Two models with different

numbers of variables were created. We chose the model with superior

c-stats for further analyses or, in case of similar c-statistics, the model

with the lowest number of variables to improve the practicality of the

score. The areas beneath the receiver operating characteristic curves

for predicting severe renal dysfunction were compared in the deriva-

tion and validation cohorts. Then, we created the following Renal

Risk Score categories arbitrarily: 10 – 60, 61–70, 71– 80, 81–90, 91–

100, 101–110, 111–120, 121–130. The prevalence of severe renal dys-

function was calculated for each category and compared in the deri-

vation and validation cohorts with the use of �2 statistics.

Results

Comparison of the Cohorts
Of the 33,119 patients in the RCSN Phase 3 cohort, 9872 met
the study criteria (Fig 1). Of the 8574 patients in the OSA
cohort, 2783 patients met the study criteria (Fig 1). Because
239 patients were included in both cohorts, we removed these
patients from the OSA cohort, leaving 2544 patients. Baseline
characteristics of both cohorts are described in Table 2. The 2
cohorts were comparable for sex, history of diabetes, myocar-
dial infarction, and preadmission metformin and insulin use.
In both cohorts, a majority of patients were older than 65 years
of age and presented with either ischemic stroke or TIA.

Incidence and Predictors of Severe Renal Dysfunction
The overall prevalence of severe renal dysfunction was 4.9%
(479 of 9872 patients) in the RCSN Phase 3 cohort and 5.2%

Table 1: Values for the following equation: GFR � a � (serum
creatinine/b)c � (0.993)age

Values
The variable a takes on the following values on the basis of race:

Black
Women � 166
Men � 163

White/other
Women � 144
Men � 141

The variable b takes on the following values on the basis of sex:
Women � 0.7
Men � 0.9

The variable c takes on the following values on the basis of sex and
creatinine measurement:
Women

Serum creatinine, �0.7 mg/dL � �0.329
Serum creatinine, �0.7 mg/dL � �1.209

Men
Serum creatinine, �0.9 mg/dL � �0.411
Serum creatinine, �0.9 mg/dL � �1.209
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(133 of 2544 patients) in the OSA cohort. Predictors of severe
renal dysfunction were assessed in the RCSN Phase 3 cohort.
Patients with severe renal dysfunction were older and more
often women; more often presenting with ischemic stroke;
more often had diabetes mellitus, hypertension, a previous

myocardial infarction or stroke/TIA; more often were cur-
rent smokers; and more often used metformin and insulin
before admission. Results of the multivariable logistic re-
gression analysis are shown in Table 3. In the RCSN deri-
vation cohort, age, female sex, diabetes mellitus, hyperten-

Fig 1. Cohort populations selection process.

Table 2: Baseline characteristics

Variable

RCSN3 2003–2008 OSA 2002/03 and 2004/05
Comparison of

all Patients from
RCSN versus
OSA (P value)

All
(n � 9872)

GFR �30
(n � 9393)

GFR �30
(n � 479)

P
Value

All
(n � 2544)

GFR �30
(n � 2411)

GFR � 30
(n � 133 )

P
Value

Age
Median (IQR) (yr) 75 (65–83) 74 (64–82) 82 (77–88) �.0001 77 (68–83) 76 (67–83) 82 (77–87) �.0001 �.0001
�65 yr (No.) (%) 7389 (74.8) 6936 (73.8) 453 (94.6) �.0001 2066 (81.2) 1936 (80.3) 130 (97.7) �.0001 �.0001

No. of women (No.) (%) 4827 (48.9) 4827 (48.9) 294 (61.4) �.0001 1258 (49.4) 1177 (48.8) 81 (60.9) .007 .62
Stroke type (No.) (%) �.0001 .005 �.0001

Ischemic stroke 5496 (55.7) 5175 (55.1) 321 (67.0) 1101 (43.3) 1026 (42.6) 75 (56.4)
TIA 3307 (33.5) 3176 (33.8) 131 (27.3) 1251 (49.2) 1198 (49.7) 53 (39.8)
ICH 1069 (10.8) 1042 (11.1) 27 (5.6) 192 (7.5) 187 (7.8) �5 (�3.8)

Diabetes mellitus (No.) (%) 2178 (22.1) 2033 (21.6) 145 (30.3) �.0001 549 (21.6) 497 (20.6) 52 (39.1) �.0001 .60
Hypertension (No.) (%) 6552 (66.4) 6159 (65.6) 393 (82.0) �.0001 1512 (59.4) 1417 (58.8) 95 (71.4) .004 �.0001
Hyperlipidemia (No.) (%) 3478 (35.2) 3298 (35.1) 180 (37.6) .27 718 (28.2) 684 (28.4) 34 (25.6) .48 �.0001
Peripheral vascular disease

(No.) (%)
529 (5.4) 483 (5.1) 46 (9.6) �.0001 105 (4.1) 92 (3.8) 13 (9.8) .0008 .01

Current smoking (No.) (%) 1481 (15.0) 1450 (15.4) 31 (6.5) �.0001 313 (12.3) 304 (12.6) 9 (6.8) .046 .0006
Previous myocardial

infarction (No.) (%)
1492 (15.1) 1382 (14.7) 110 (23.0) �.0001 381 (15.0) 343 (14.2) 38 (28.6) �.0001 .86

Previous stroke or TIA
(No.) (%)

3357 (34.0) 3149 (33.5) 208 (43.4) �.0001 979 (38.5) 919 (38.1) 60 (45.1) 011 �.0001

Preadmission medications
(No.) (%):

Metformin 1038 (10.5) 1006 (10.7) 32 (6.7) .005 253 (9.9) 237 (9.8) 16 (12.0) .41 .40
Insulin 414 (4.2) 368 (3.9) 46 (9.6) �.0001 99 (3.9) 84 (3.5) 15 (11.3) �.0001 .49

Note:—ICH indicates intracerebral hemorrhage.
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sion, insulin use, previous myocardial infarction, and
peripheral vascular disease were independent predictors of
severe renal dysfunction.

Renal Risk Score
On the basis of the results of the multivariable logistic regres-
sion analysis in the RCSN derivation cohort, 2 models were
created. The first model included the following variables: age,
sex, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and insulin use (Table 3).
In the second model, we also included a history of myocardial
infarction and peripheral vascular disease (Table 4). The areas
under the curve were similar in both models (0.73 and 0.74,
respectively). The first model with 5 items was selected for
further analyses.

The Renal Risk Score was designed as follows: (age in years)
� (5 points for women) � (5 points for history of diabetes
mellitus) � (15 points for preadmission insulin use) � (10
points for history of hypertension). In all Renal Risk Score
categories, no significant differences were observed for the
prevalence of severe renal dysfunction in the OSA cohort com-
pared with the RCSN cohort (Table 5 and Fig 2). There was no
significant difference (P � .66) in the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curves between the RCSN Phase 3
derivation cohort (OR, 1.07 [95% CI, 1.06 –1.08]) (Fig 3A)
and the OSA validation cohort (OR, 1.07 [95% CI, 1.05–1.09])
(Fig 3B). The prevalence of severe renal dysfunction is negli-
gible in patients with a Renal Risk Score of �70 but increases
in patients with higher Renal Risk Scores (Table 5 and Fig 2).

For example, in patients with a Renal Risk Score of 71– 80, the
prevalence in the RCSN Phase 3 and OSA cohort was 2.1% and
2.2%, respectively; in patients with scores 91–100, it was 7.1%
and 6.6%; and in those with scores 111–120, it was 15.9% and
28.1%. No data are presented for patients with a Renal Risk
Score of 121–130 because of small cell numbers.

Discussion
The results of the present study show that the prevalence of
severe renal dysfunction in patients with acute stroke is ap-
proximately 5%, and that the Renal Risk Score is an easy tool
to identify patients with acute stroke at high risk of CIN. The
prevalence of severe renal dysfunction is negligible if the Renal
Risk Score is �70 but increases with higher Renal Risk Scores.

Several studies investigated CIN in patients with stroke
who received contrast-enhanced CT. The incidence of acute
nephropathy was found to be 2.9%– 6%, and of renal replace-
ment therapy related to contrast-enhanced imaging,
�1%.3,5,15,16 However, all these studies were retrospective
ones in which renal function was often known at the moment
of scanning. As a result, it may be that clinical judgment was
used to withhold contrast-enhanced imaging from those at
highest risk of CIN. Thus, the risk of CIN might be much
higher if GFR results were not known before contrast-en-
hanced imaging was performed.

The Renal Risk Score can be calculated with parameters
that can be easily determined after a brief initial clinical assess-
ment (eg, medications, presence of hypertension, diabetes).
Patients on chronic renal dialysis were excluded from the co-
horts because it is easy to determine that these patients have
renal failure. In patients not on dialysis, the Renal Risk Score is
an easy tool to assess the risk of severe renal dysfunction at
baseline. In patients with a Renal Risk Score �70, the risk of
severe renal dysfunction at baseline is negligible. Thus, in
those patients, the GFR determination does not have to be
available before the use of contrast. Higher Renal Risk Scores
should be used as a cautionary guide, not an absolute contra-
indication to giving contrast. The final decision of whether to
give contrast or to wait for a serum creatinine level should be
based on the perceived clinical need for angiographic and ce-
rebral perfusion studies versus the risk of developing CIN. If
the decision is to give contrast before the GFR result is avail-

Table 3: Results of multivariable logistic regression analyses using data from the RCSN (model 1)

Variable Unit OR (95% CI) Estimate � Age Estimate � Age Points Assigned
Age (yr) 1 1.07 (1.06–1.08) 0.0688 0.0688 1 1 (per yr)
Female sex 1 1.27 (1.04–1.54) 0.2362 0.0688 3.44 5
History of diabetes mellitus 1 1.34 (1.06–1.69) 0.292 0.0688 4.25 5
Preadmission insulin use 1 2.52 (1.74–3.67) 0.9255 0.0688 13.46 15
History of hypertension 1 1.86 (1.46–2.37) 0.6219 0.0688 9.05 10

Table 4: Results of multivariable logistic regression analyses using data from the RCSN (model 2)

Variable Unit OR (95% CI) Estimate � Age Estimate/� Age Points Assigned
Age (yr) 1 1.07 (1.06–1.08) 0.0685 0.0685 1 1 (per yr)
Female sex 1 1.32 (1.09–1.61) 0.2801 0.0685 4.09 5
History of diabetes mellitus 1 1.31 (1.03–1.66) 0.2682 0.0685 3.92 5
Preadmission insulin use 1 2.35 (1.61–3.42) 0.8545 0.0685 12.47 15
History of hypertension 1 1.80 (1.41–2.29) 0.5866 0.0685 8.56 10
Previous myocardial infarction 1 1.41 (1.12–1.77) 0.3425 0.0685 5.00 5
Peripheral vascular disease 1 1.70 (1.23–2.36) 0.5313 0.0685 7.75 10

Table 5: Prevalence of renal insufficiency according to Renal Risk
Score categories

Renal Risk
Score Cutoff

Severe Renal Dysfunction (GFR � 30)

RCSN3 (n/N) (%) OSA (n/N) (%) P Value
10–60 �5/981 (�0.005) �5/196 (�0.03) .84
61–70 7/1011 (0.7) �5/210 (�0.02) .72
71–80 34/1622 (2.1) 10/457 (2.2) .90
81–90 91/2488 (3.7) 33/731 (4.5) .29
91–100 180/2519 (7.1) 44/665 (6.6) .64
101–110 132/1055 (12.5) 33/249 (13.3) .75
111–120 29/182 (15.9) 9/32 (28.1) .10
121–130 – – .13

Note:—indicates small cell number (�5).
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able, we still recommend that the preimaging GFR should be
reviewed as soon as possible after a contrast-enhanced CT scan
is performed. Even patients with low Renal Risk Scores have a
small chance of having unrecognized severe renal dysfunction.
In addition to using the Renal Risk Score to better select pa-
tients for contrast-enhanced imagining, other measures
should be implemented to prevent CIN, including administer-

ing the lowest possible volume of a low or iso-osmolar contrast
agent and keeping the patient well hydrated.

The Renal Risk Score predicts the presence of severe renal
dysfunction and not necessarily the development of CIN. To
design a tool that predicts the development of CIN, one would
have to administer iodinated contrast to a large number of
consecutive patients with acute stroke, regardless of their GFR

Fig 2. Comparison of severe renal dysfunction in the derivation and validation cohorts according to Renal Risk Score categories.

Fig 3. A, Receiver operating characteristic curve for predicting severe renal dysfunction in the RCSN cohort (model 1). B, Receiver operating characteristic curve for predicting severe renal
dysfunction in the OSA cohort.
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level or presumed risk of renal disease. Such a study would be
unethical to perform because a considerable number of pa-
tients might develop renal failure. Therefore, we decided to
design a rule that predicts the presence of severe renal dysfunc-
tion, because this group has the highest risk of developing
CIN.4 Most of our patients had noncontrast brain imaging
acutely, and contrast-enhanced imaging was considered only
after checking the GFR. For derivation of the Renal Risk Score,
all patients presenting within �5 hours from stroke onset were
included in the analysis regardless of whether they had a CT with
contrast or not, so the score should have broad applicability.

In clinical practice, a GFR � 30 mL/min/1.73 m2 is consid-
ered an absolute contraindication for administration of iodin-
ated contrast. Therefore, we designed a score that calculates
the risk of having a GFR � 30. We considered designing a
score that calculates the risk of having a GFR � 60; however,
patients with a GFR of 30 – 60 have a much lower risk of CIN
compared with patients with a GFR � 30. Furthermore, pre-
hydration prophylaxis has been shown to be effective in pre-
venting CIN in patients with a GFR of 30 – 60 but not in pa-
tients with a GFR � 30.17 Finally, we only did a “narrow”
validation of the Renal Risk Score in a population that is sim-
ilar to the derivation cohort. Future studies should be done to
validate this prediction rule in other cohorts of patients with
stroke.

Conclusions
Severe renal dysfunction is not uncommon in patients with
acute stroke. The Renal Risk Score provides a simple tool that
uses 5 simple clinical items to help clinicians identify patients
who are likely to have severe renal dysfunction and are at high
risk of developing CIN. Given the importance of initiating
stroke interventions as soon as possible after stroke onset, the
hope is that using this prediction tool will avoid unnecessary
delays related to waiting for laboratory results in patients
needing brain and vascular imaging studies that require iodin-
ated contrast.
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